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1. INTRODUCTION
Higher data rates to support the Internet’s exponential traffic growth are required in currently deployed fibre
optical communication systems [1]. One of the most established techniques for increasing spectral efficiency is
through coded modulation, which is a combination of high-order modulation formats and forward error correction
(FEC) [2]. In order to maintain reliable transmission and to approach the maximum transmission rate, a joint
optimization of FEC and modulation formats is required. To estimate this rate, different metrics such as pre-FEC
bit-error rate (BER), symbol error rate and Q-factor have been used in the optical communications community.
Achievable information rate (AIRs) are fast becoming popular metrics to measure the quality of the channel as
well as its dependency on the choice of FEC and modulation formats. AIRs have been comprehensively studied
in predicting the maximum throughput of a given channel, where the maximum reach has been evaluated for
different modulation formats and FEC [3], [4]. Mutual information (MI) and generalized mutual information
(GMI) are two AIR metrics for different coded modulation schemes. MI is the largest AIR for a symbol-wise
decoder. Generalized mutual information (GMI) is an AIR for bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) [5],
which neglects the conditional dependence among bits mapped to the same symbol.
To increase the data rate of the fibre channel, signal shaping has been investigated as a means to reduce the
gap to the channel capacity. Two popular constellation shaping approaches are probabilistic shaping (PS) and
geometric shaping (GS). The former changes the probabilities of the constellation points from a non-uniform
distribution [6]–[10]. The latter employs non-equidistant constellation points [11]–[15]. PS has seen a significant
interest in optical communications due to the its superior performance for a finite number of constellation points
[5], [16]. However, low-complexity implementations of the required distribution matcher remain a challenge.
On the other hand, GS has shown advantages when designing multi-dimensional [13] and nonlinearity tolerant
[11], [14] modulation formats, as well as in the design of constellations for dispersion managed links [14], [15].
In this paper, we consider both MI and GMI metrics to design 64-ary constellations, with particular attention
to GS. We examine the performance of numerically optimized GS and show that significant gains can be
achieved compared with square QAM constellations. This analysis is done for both the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel and for the optical fiber channel. We also show that near-optimum performance can
be achieved in a medium-haul link scenario if an adaptive distance-dependent modulator with only three GS
modulation formats is used.
2. ACHIEVABLE INFORMATION RATES
The most commonly used channel for long-haul dispersion-unmanaged optical communications is the AWGN
channel, which neglects the correlation caused by dispersion and nonlinear interference. The capacity of the
AWGN channel under an average power constraint is C = N/2 log2(1 + SNR). Here N is the number of real
dimensions and SNR is signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In this paper, N = 4 takes into account the two polarizations.
The value of C represents the maximum number of information bits per symbol that can be reliably transmitted
through an AWGN channel.
For any memoryless channel with input X and output Y , the largest achievable rate is the MI defined as







where E denotes the expectation and fY |X is the channel law. If bit-wise (BICM) decoders are used, i.e., the
receiver is a soft demapper followed by a binary FEC decoder, the most popular AIR is the GMI. This GMI is














2where the bits mapped to the channel input X are represented by the random variables B1,B2,...,Bm, and m =
log2M is number of bits per constellation point. The channel capacity C is lower-bounded via C ≥ MI ≥ GMI.
The GMI is usually considered as a performance metric for BICM systems, as they separate the detector from
the decoder at the receiver. This allows the complexity of the receiver to be substantially reduced. However, an
additional rate loss with respect to MI will be induced if no good binary labeling for the constellation is found.
3. GEOMETRIC CONSTELLATION SHAPING
3.1 AIR-based optimization problem
From (1) it is clear that the MI depends on the channel SNR (denoted by γ) and the location of the constellation
points X = {X1,X2, ...,XM} with M = 2m. The MI-based optimization problem can thus be formulated as:
X ∗ = argmax
X




||X||2 ≤ 1. (3)
The GMI does not only depend on the location of the points and the SNR, but also on the binary labeling
L, which associate the signals to the bits at the input of the modulator through the one-to-one mapping X →
{0, 1}m. The optimization problem is therefore to find a constellation X ∗ and labeling L∗ such that
{X ∗,L∗} = argmax
X ,L




||X||2 ≤ 1. (4)
For both metrics above, the optimization in X is known to be difficult because MI and GMI usually have
multiple local maxima. In this paper, we use the pairwise optimization algorithm from [20] to optimize X for MI.
For the GMI optimization problem, we combine it with the binary switch algorithm [21] in an iterative manner.
The optimization is repeated until the algorithm converges or a maximum number of iterations is reached.
Note that for small values of M , the constellations obtained with the iterative algorithm are independent
of the initial constellation. However, initializing the algorithm from a known constellation, such as QAM or
APSK, usually results in a significant reduction in the time to converge to the optimum constellation. Therefore,
we chose the initial constellation to be QAM or APSK for the optimization process. In most cases, these two
different initial constellations converge to the same optimum constellation.
3.2 AWGN Results: AIRs and AIRs Gains
In this section, we present the optimization results for constellations with 64 points. For comparison, we
provide the results for MI-optimized and GMI-optimized GS constellations.








































Figure 1: AIRs performance of geometrically shaped constellations. MI versus SNR for MI optimized formats (left) and GMI versus SNR
for GMI optimized formats (right). The black diamonds indicates SNR values where the QAM cardinality should be changed. The channel
capacity C is shown for comparison. Insets: GS-optimized constellations for SNR=15 dB. The baseline GMI of PS (red dotted line) from
[8] is also shown.
In Fig. 1, we plot the MI and GMI of the optimized constellations for integer values of SNR 5 ≤ γ ≤ 20
dB. In Fig. 1 (left), the red solid line shows the MI of 64QAM as baseline. The dashed line corresponds to MI
of the optimized constellations. As it can be observed, the GS constellation can provide approximately 0.5 dB
gain over 64QAM for AIR between 6 and 10 bits/4D-symbol. In Fig. 1 (right), we use the GMI of square QAM
constellations as a baseline, which is known to cross each other at certain SNR values [4]. Fig. 1 (right) also
shows the GMI performance of the GS and PS constellations. We can observe that both GS and PS can closely
approach the AWGN capacity, and the loss due to the bit metric decoding is more evident for GS, which was
also previously reported in [5], [16]. For AIR between 6 and 10 bits/4D-symbol, the gain of GS over 64QAM is
approximately 0.4 dB. Optimized constellations for SNR γ = 15 dB are shown as insets in Fig. 1. From these
3two constellations, we observe that the shape of the optimized constellation strongly depends on the chosen
AIR metric. Note that the optimized constellations are different for each SNR.
To better quantify the throughput gains offered by GS constellations, we consider the AIR gains with respect to
the MI of 64QAM and the GMI of 64QAM as the baseline for MI-optimized constellations and GMI-optimized
constellations, respectively. These AIR gains are defined as δMI = MI∗−MIQAM and δGMI = GMI∗−GMIQAM ,
where MI∗ and GMI∗ represent the AIRs obtained with the optimized constellations.
Fig. 2 (left) shows the obtained MI gains. The gray solid line is the MI gain with the optimized constellations
for integer values of SNR −5 ≤ γ ≤ 25 dB. The colored dashed lines shows the MI gain for of a single
constellation optimized for SNR γ = 13, 15, 17 dB, respectively. We note from Fig. 2 (left) that the performance
of the optimum GS constellation can be obtained by employing three 64-ary GS constellation formats in three
SNR regimes, below 14 dB (blue), between 14 dB and 16 dB (red), and above 16 dB (green). We note that
for MI optimized modulation, GS can achieve a gain of up to 0.35 bits/4D-symbol compared with 64QAM. In
comparison, PS (dotted gray line) can achieve up to 0.45 bits/4D-symbol. As mentioned before, however, this
gain come with a increased DSP complexity of both transmitter and receiver.



















































Figure 2: MI (left) and GMI gains (right) from geometrically shaped 64-ary constellations for all given SNRs (solid gray) and for a given
SNR (dashed line). The baseline MI and GMI gains (gray dotted line) of PS from [7], [8] are also shown.
Fig. 2 (right) shows the obtained GMI gains. The gray solid line is the GMI gain with the optimized
constellations for integer values of SNR 0 ≤ γ ≤ 18 dB. The colored dashed lines show the GMI gain of
a single constellation optimized for SNR γ = 13, 15, 17 dB, respectively. We note from Fig. 2 (right) that the
performance of the optimum GS constellation can be obtained by employing one 16-ary GS constellation and
three 64-ary GS constellations in four SNR regimes: below 8 dB (cyan), 8 dB and 14 dB (blue), between 14
dB and 16 dB (red), and above 16 dB (green). GS constellations can achieve a gain of up to 0.35 bits/symbol
compared with 64QAM. PS can achieve up to 0.55 bits/symbol.
4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS FOR A MULTI-SPAN FIBER SYSTEMS
4.1 Fiber Simulations
We consider an optical fiber link comprising multiple standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) spans, amplified at
the end of each span by an Erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs). The simulation parameters are given in Table
I. Each WDM channel carries independent data and all of them are assumed to have the same transmitted power.
At the receiver, an ideal receiver is used for detecting and chromatic dispersion is digitally compensated. Six
GS constellations with 64 points—MI-optimized and GMI-optimized for SNR = 13, 15, 17 dB—are simulated.
TABLE I: System parameters of the simulated multi-span optical link.
Transmitter Parameters Fiber Channel Parameters
Parameter Name Value Parameter Name Value
Wavelength-division multiplexing Channels 11 Attenuation 0.2 dB/km
Symbol Rate 45 Gbaud Dispersion Parameter 17 ps/nm/km
Root-raised-cosine Roll-Off factor 0.1 Nonlinearity Parameter 1.2 1/(W·km)
Channel Frequency Spacing 50 GHz Fiber Span Length 80 km
Center Wavelength 1550nm EDFA Noise Figure 5 dB
4.2 Simulation Results
From the results in Sec. 3.2, we can predict that different GS constellations should be used for different ranges
in transmission distance. In order to highlight the performance of each optimized modulation formats versus
the transmission distance L, we show in Fig. 3 (left) the maximum MI by using three modulation formats
optimized at different SNRs, which we denote by X ∗SNR. This maximum MI is then defined as MI∗(L) =
maxSNR∈{13,15,17} AIR(L,X ∗SNR). The same is done for the GMI but taking the binary labeling into account.
We observe in Fig. 3 (left) that the GMI-optimized GS64 can achieve 9.6 bits/4D-symbol with 150 km
increase in transmission distance, while the MI-optimized GS64 can further increase by an additional 100 km.
Fig. 3 (right) shows AIRs versus launch power per channel in dBm at 2400 km distance. GMI-optimized GS
modulation for γ = 15 dB, at the optimal launch power, can achieve a gain of 0.2 bits/symbol compared
with 64QAM, while MI-optimized GS modulation for γ = 15 dB can achieve 0.33 bits/symbol. The measured
channel SNRs after DSP for these modulations are around 14.5 dB. Compared to the GMI gains achieved in
AWGN channel (Fig. 2), the GMI gains achieved by PS and GS in the SSFM simulation are smaller, which
is caused by the adverse effects of shaping in the presence of modulation-dependent nonlinear effect [8]. This
negative effect is more evident for PS, which weakens its superior performance when compared to GS.
















































Figure 3: Left: AIRs as function of the transmission distance for different modulation formats. Right: AIRs as function of the transmitted
power for different modulation formats over a 30× 80 km SSMF.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we discussed the use of achievable information rates in the design fiber optical communication
systems. It was shown that AIRs are efficient metrics for designing coded modulation schemes that use FEC
and high-order modulation formats. The main focus of this paper was on design of optimized constellations and
labeling to maximize the MI/GMI. For a medium-haul link, GS modulation formats could yield AIRs gains of
up to 0.35 bits/symbol, and a reach extension of up to 250 km (≈ +12%). In combination with FEC, these
constellations are expected to be very effective for spectrally-efficient optical transmissions.
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